
Boldly Abstract Supply List
Figuring out what supplies to have on hand can be a daunting task.  Just walk into any 
art supply store or search various online supply houses and you will see an astonishing 
array of types of materials of different brands and price points. It’s confusing and 
overwhelming. Initially, you want enough variety of materials so that you can 
experiment, have fun and achieve a variety of results, but not so many options that you 
are overwhelmed with choice. Here is a guide to what supplies to buy at the start, you 
will quickly accumulate other materials as you go along. 

Online Art Supply Stores
Here are some of the more well known online art supply stores:  

www.dickblick.com
www.jerrysartarama.com
www.cheapjoes.com
www.jerrysartistoutlet.com
www.aswexpress.com
www.novacolorpaint.com

In addition, Amazon carries some art supplies and it is worth price comparing with them.

Paint:    

• Less expensive but good choices to start out with are Liquitex Basics, widely 
available in art supply and craft stores and Nova, available from their warehouse 
in Los Angeles or online at www.novacolorpaint.com.  Another good option is a 
brand called Art Alternatives or Sennelier Abstract Acrylics, the latter which are 
packaged in a pouch. House paint is also an option to practice and learn with – 
choose a satin or eggshell finish.

More expensive brands of paint include different versions of Liquitex, Golden, 
Holbein, and Matisse. Note that colors are not uniform across the different 
brands.  A Golden cadmium red medium might be slightly different than a Holbein
version of the same color, for example. 

• 2 of each primary color (one cool, one warm), black, white, plus 3 to 5 colors of 
your choice.   
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Brushes:  Be sure to have a variety

• Inexpensive chip brushes from Home Depot, Lowes, or any hardware store are 
perfect.  Michaels and Hobby Lobby also have inexpensive synthetic brushes for 
acrylic painting. Get a variety of sizes, 1 inch, 2 inch and 3 or 4 inch.  Fill in with a
few select brushes in alternative sizes and shapes to give variety to your marks. 
Don’t forget to have a few size 0 Bright, Flat or Round Brushes for making 
thinner marks.

• Also useful are long handled brushes which you can make by taping a brush onto
a think long dowel which you can buy at Home Depot.

• 3-inch wide silicone color shaper brush (Amazon, Jerrysartarama or Blick)

Mediums:    Each of the major brands of acrylic paint have their own version of these.  
You can mix these with the paint to make it more transparent. The gel can be used to 
stabilize lines and marks made with graphite and other of the drawing tools. If you want 
to extend the time in which your acrylic paint dries, you can try a Retarder, usually 
available in the acrylic medium section of your art supply store

• Soft Gel Gloss

• Matte Medium

• Glazing Liquid (optional)

Fixative:
This comes in an aerosol can and is used to prevent smearing of various lines or areas 
of painting made with drawing tools.  

• Grumbacher Final Fixative is a good choice  

Drawing Tools:    Have a variety on hand.   These are suggested:

• Lyra 9B water soluble graphite crayon (a must have which produces a beautiful 
dark black line when dipped in water);

• Stabilos (also called Woodies) which are a thick pencil that comes in a variety of 
colors, usually in different sized sets;

• ArtGraf products including graphite sticks (two to a package) and ArtGraf Viarco 
tailor’s chalk, available in black, white, gray, primary colors and earth tones, 
individually and in sets;
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• Other graphite pencils such as Prismacolor Ebony Graphite Pencil or colored 
pencils;

• Watercolor crayons such as Aquarelle, which can be purchased individually or in 
sets;

• Marabu Art Crayons, sold individually or in sets;

• Hard pastels which come in a variety of brands and colors, along with a few oil 
pastels such as Caran d’ache neopastel

Supports:    Most of the exercises will be on large paper. (You can substitute canvas if 
you prefer.)

• a roll of Strathmore multi media paper OR Borden & Riley #116 Artist 
Drawing/Sketch Vellum, 90 lb, 48 Inches x 10 Yards (Amazon)

• 1 larger canvas (48 X 36 or more)   

• Unstretched canvas is an option also, a suggested medium weight and less 
rough texture is Fredrix Style 70/580 Universal.

Miscellaneous:    

• 3 rolls Blue paper towels – Scott Shop Towels, wax paper, and butcher’s tray or 
plastic school lunch tray (Amazon)

• Color Wheel, Gray Scale

• Push pins, eraser, scissors, artist tape, water buckets, spray water bottle, regular 
paper towels, rags.    

• 9 X 11 Sketchbook if desired to record color mixes and composition ideas.

• Different size metal knives, scrapers (bondo knives available cheaply at 
hardware store), plastic palette knives (good for mixing color). 

• Supplies from the kitchen/shower:  squeegee, scrapers, whisk broom, sponges, 
shower brush, construction trowels, etc.  

Palette:
You have a variety of options. 

• Disposable paper palette, 24 X 18  
• Freezer paper can work well taped to your table.  
• Some people like to use a palette that keeps the paint wet – which we will show 

you how to set this up. You can make your own with a plastic tray, wet blue paper
towels and wax paper. Simply put wet blue paper towels on top of the tray 
underneath the wax paper. Plastic school lunch trays are available on Amazon.
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Cleaning your brushes
There are a lot of fancy cleaners available that are relatively expensive considering how
long they last.  We have found the best way to clean acrylic paint off brushes is with 
Lava bar soap and hot water. Dawn dish soap and Murphy’s Oil Soap are also good.
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SHOPPING LIST

___ 2 of each of the primary colors (1 cool, 1 warm), plus black and white acrylic paint 
(and any favorite colors you like to use)

___1, 2 and 3 inch inexpensive chip brushes plus brushes of your choice.  Include a 
small tipped brush for making skinny marks. Plus any other brushes of your choosing.

___3-inch wide silicone color shaper brush and long handled brush 

___drawing tools such as graphite crayons, graphite sticks, water soluble crayons, 
pastels, art crayons, Stabilo Woody pencils, etc. 

___spray fixative

___matte medium and soft gel gloss

___roll of paper  + 1 larger sized stretched canvas

___ 3 rolls Blue paper towels – Scott Shop Towels, freezer paper or wax paper, and 
butcher’s tray or plastic school lunch tray (Amazon)

___Push pins, eraser, scissors, artist tape, water buckets, spray water bottle, regular 
paper towels, rags.    

___9 X 11 Sketchbook if desired to record color mixes and composition ideas.

___Different size metal knives, scrapers (bondo knives available cheaply at hardware 
store), plastic palette knives (good for mixing color). 

___Supplies from the kitchen/shower:  squeegee, scrapers, whisk broom, sponges, 
shower brush, construction trowels, etc.  

___Dawn dish soap or other brush cleaner               
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